APPLICATION AS SALES PARTNER

Modelleisenbahn GmbH
Plainbachstrasse 4
AT 5101 Bergheim
FN 265173 k

ATU 61822718
SK 4020147956
FB Gericht Salzburg

WEEE DE 67942834
ARA 90230
ERA 51142
CITEO 521837

1. Precise company description
Company name:
Trade name:
Organisation form:
VAT number:
Street, number:
Postal code, city:
Country:
Telephone:
Email:
Website:
Web shop URL:
Facebook, Twitter, other:
Company founding, year:
Experience with model trains in years:
Please briefly describe the development of your company:

2. Ownership structure
Main owner:

share %
share %

Further owners:
Further owners

share %

Further owners

share %

Further owners

share %
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3. We are a retail business
Model trains specialist retailer:
Toys specialist retailer:
Model cars, mini tank- merchant:
Retailer with specialised section:
Department store with specialised section:
Shop and online store:
Only online store:
If shop and online store:
% revenue shop
% revenue online store

4. If number 2 does not apply, type of the business:

5. We already stock the following model trains and toy brands:

6. Revenue
Planned revenue with Roco/Fleischmann products:
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Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

7. Repair- and spare-part service (only Europe):
We are prepared to offer an appropriate repair and spare-parts service. For repair and spare part
demands which we cannot fulfil in-house, we will carry out prompt shipment and returns to the
company Modelleisenbahn GmbH:

We are also willing to advise every end consumer in
repair and spare-parts related questions:

8. We also run wholesale

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

If yes, with which products?

If yes, which type of supplied businesses?

Do you also supply customers abroad?

9. Our shop is open at hours that are locally typical.

If no, then:

Only Online-merchant

Data on the opening hours:
Monday – Friday:

from

until

Saturday:

from

until

Sunday:

from

until

Other:

from

until
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10. Please attach expressive photos of the shop, interior, exterior.
Have you attached the images to this application?
yes

no

11. We have branches in

(Separate information is required if goods are kept their as well.)

12. Assortment
In the case of a delivery, we are willing to stock goods in our own name and own billing in our shop
year-round and for an appropriate assortment and to issue these to the end consumers:
yes
no

Online shop orders have to be picked up in our store:

yes

no

Online shop orders are shipped to the customer’s address:

yes

no
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13. Trainings
We would participate in sales trainings: (if offered in the respective country)
yes

no

14. We ensure that the provided information is truthful and will
communicate any possible changes promptly to the company
Modelleisenbahn GmbH.
yes

Place, date

no

Company seal, signature
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